ABSTRACT. Let M be a real analytic manifold, and let L be a 
We shall use V(A1) to denote the set of all real analytic vector fields on Al. (ii) yit) = X(yit)) fot a<t<b, (iii) y cannot be extended to a curve which satisfies (i) and (ii) and is defined on an interval larger than (a, b).
For a given /, the set of all 7/2 for which X (222) Remark 
Let L denote the set of all vector fields in V(A1 ) that are of the form (X, $(X)) for some X e L. Then L" is a Lie subalgebra of V(M").
Lemma Clearly, the mapping 8: t-*(xÍ+1(m.),<i>(Xi+1)t(m'))
is defined for 0 < t < t. j -/.. Moreover, S is an integral curve of (X1+ , To prove (b), let (p, a) £ tr~ (U). This means that p e U and (p, a) e AL. 4>(Xt(m)) = <m.X)t(<Hm)). 
